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SAFETY WARNING: Remove all plastic fasteners and tags. These are part of the packaging and should 
be discarded.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS – This manual contains important safety and operating 
instructions for power units.

WARNING
ELECTRIC PRODUCT. Keep away from children. As with all electrical products, precautions should be observed 
during handling and use to reduce the risk of electric shock. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the 
manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

WARNING
Strobe lights have been known to trigger seizures in people with photosensitive epilepsy.

WARNING
The light is very bright. Do not shine directly into eyes.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING(THIS FURNISHING)
WARNING: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF BURNS, FIRE, ELECTRIC SHOCK 
OR INJURY TO PERSONS ： 

READ AND FOLLOW ALL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS.
  1. Do not secure the wiring of the product with staples or nails, or place on sharp hooks or nails.
  2. Do not let lamps rest on the supply cord or on any wire.
  3. Do not close doors or windows on the product or extension cords as this may damage the wire insulation.
  4. Do not cover the product with cloth, paper or any material not part of the product when in use.
  5.  Do not use seasonal products outdoors unless marked suitable for indoor and outdoor use. When products are used in outdoor 

applications, connect the product to a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupting (GFCI) outlet. If one is not provided, contact a qualified 
electrician for proper installation.

  6. This seasonal use product is not intended for permanent installation or use.
  7.  Do not mount or place near gas or electric heaters, fireplace, candles or other similar sources of heat.
  8. Unplug the product when leaving the house, when retiring for the night, or if left unattended.
  9.  This is an electric product-not a toy! To avoid risk of fire, burns, personal injury and electric shock it should not be played with 

or placed where small children can reach it.
10.  Do not use this product for other than its intended use.
11. Do not hang ornaments or other objects from cord, wire, or light string.
12.  This product employs overload protection (fuse). A blown fuse indicates an overload or short-circuit situation. If the fuse blows, 

unplug the product from the outlet. Also unplug any additional strings or products that may be attached to the product. Replace 
the fuse as per the user servicing instructions (follow product marking for proper fuse rating) and check the product.If the 
replacement fuse blows, a short-circuit may be present and the product should be discarded.

13.  This product has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other) as a feature to reduce the risk of electric shock. This plug 
will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact 
a qualified electrician. Do not use with an extension cord unless plug can be fully inserted. Do not alter or replace.

14. Read and follow all instructions that are on the product or provided with the product.

INSTRUCTIONS
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CAUTION: To reduce the risk of fire and electric shock:
1. Do not install on trees having needles, leaves or branch coverings of metal or materials which look like metal. 
2. Do not mount or support wires in a manner that can cut or damage wire insulation.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1.  Gently remove contents from packaging and lay out in a clear area.
2.  Secure the stake with handle together. Insert the stake into the ground. (See illustration 1)

3. Plug power cord into standard wall socket. (See Illustration 2)
4. Unplug when not in use.

USER SERVICING INSTRUCTIONS
Fuse Replacement (Fuse: 2pcs)

WARNING: Risk of Fire: Replace only with same size and type of fuse.

WARNING:  Risk of Fire: Do not replace the attachment plug. Contains a 
safety device (fuse) that should not be removed. Discard product if 
attachment plug is damaged.

1.  Grasp plug and remove from the receptacle or other outlet device. Do not unplug by 
pulling on the cord.

2. Open fuse cover. Slide open the fuse access cover on top of the attachment plug towards blades. (See illustration)
3. Remove fuses carefully.
4. Replace fuse only with 5 Amp Max, 125 Volt fuse (provided with product)
5. Close the fuse cover. Slide closed the fuse access cover on top of the attachment plug.

OPERATING INFORMATION
This product was designed for indoor and outdoor use. 
Do not shake the device. Avoid brute force when operating the device.
Keep away from direct and excessive heat sources.
Do not permit operation by unqualified persons. Damages are usually the result of unprofessional operation.
Never use solvents or aggressive detergents in order to clean the device. Rather use a soft and damp cloth.
Please use the original packaging if the device is to be transported.
Unauthorized modifications on the device are unacceptable due to safety reasons.
If this device is operated in any way different from the ways described in this manual, the product may suffer
damages and the guarantee becomes void.

OPERATION

Illustration 1

Illustration 2
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Fuse
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- Insert the plug into socket.
- Adjust staked projector to display in desired location.
- Unplug when not in use. Use caution with power cord. 

WARNING
• The device is for indoor and outdoor use.
• Please keep away from heaters and other heating sources.

IMPORTANT
Damage caused by the disregard of this user manual are not under warranty. The dealer will not accept liability for any resulting 
defects or problems. Keep away from heaters and other heating sources. If the device has been exposed to drastic temperature 
fluctuation (e.g. after transportation), do not switch it on immediately. Leave the device switched off until it has reached room 
temperature. Please note that damage caused by manual modifications on the device or unauthorized operation by unqualified
persons are not under warranty. Keep young children away from the device.

USE AND CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.  When the product is placed on a live tree, the tree should be well maintained and fresh. Do not place on live trees in 

which the needles are brown or break off easily. Keep the tree holder filled with water.
2. If the product is placed on a tree, the tree should be well secured and stable.
3.  Before using or reusing, inspect product carefully. Discard any products that have cut, damaged, or frayed wire 

insulation or cords, cracks in the lampholders or enclosures, loose connections, or exposed copper wire.
4.  When storing the product, carefully remove the product from wherever it is placed, to avoid any undue strain or stress 

on the product conductors, connections, and wires.
5. When not in use, store neatly in a cool, dry location protected from sunlight.

CAUTION
1. For temporary (90 days max.) installation and use only. 
 2.  To reduce the likelihood of excessive heat and possible damage, use only decorative lamp accessories packaged with this 

product or marked for use with this product. 
3. To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not attempt to  replace lamps or modify wiring or product. 
4.  This is an eletric product-not a toy. To avoid risk of fire, burns, personal injury and electric shock it should not be played or placed 

where small children can reach it.
 5. Do not connect to another lighting string, decorative outfit or seasonal product. 
6. Always unplug this product before installing or replacing fuses.

WARNING 
CAN ICES-005(B).

CAUTION
1.  For temporary (90 days max.) installation and use only.
2.  To reduce the likelihood of excessive heat and possible damage, use only decorative lamp accessories packaged with this 

product or marked for use with this product. 
3.  To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not attempt to replace lamps or modify wiring or product. 
4.  This is an electric product-not a toy! To avoid risk of fire, burns, personal injury and electric shock it should not be played with or 

placed where small children can reach it. 
5.  To prevent electric shock, match wide blade of plug to wide slot, fully insert. 
6.  Do not connect to another lighting string, decorative outfit or seasonal product. 
7.  Always unplug this product before installing or replacing fuses. 
8.  Do not place near standing areas of water, such as ponds and pools.
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Visit WWW.GEMMY.COM for more information.
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THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE FOR THESE ITEMS
89629  88972  88619  88610  88579  87549  87524
83344  83334  82556  75649  74760  74316  74297
74281  74145  74144  74130  74025  74024  74022
73766  73601  73600  73172  73043  72120  71921
71402  71386  70884  59931  59929  59928  59775
59444  59256  58889  58453  57423  57418  57267
56777  56372  56368  56366  56351  54178  49629
49592  49584  49181  49180  49178  49176  48553
48552  48551  48539  48538  48537  48485  48482
48463  48365  48354  48240  48239  48238  47454
47008  47007  47006  40698  40025  40019  39631
39630  39629  39628  38693  38482  38481  38224
37886  37768  37571  37564  36501  36469  36468
35864  35863  35624  35589  35488  35279  35074
35072  31599  19918  18313  18211  16669  14112
13847  13773  445029 445001 330034 224106 224057
224055 224054 224022 224021 224020 224019 224016
224015 224013 224011 224010 223979 223931 223930
223929 223928 223927 223926 223850 223849 223848
223847 223846 223777 223708 223707 223706 223705
223704 223703 223702 223701 223700 223699 223698
223697 223696 223693 223676 223675 223674 223673
223672 223671 223670 223669 223668 223667 223666
223665 223664 223663 223662 223594 223376 223375
223372 223357 223356 223271 223231 223027 223026
223025 223011 223010 223009 223008 223007 223006
223005 222924 222924 222610 222585 222514 222513
222510 222508 222476 222368 222021 221675 221633
221561 221560 221481 221135 221134 221133 221131
220878 220865 220846 220833 220823 220822 220821
220806 220805 220804 220694 220355 220354 220158
220157 220156 224217 224216 224404 223681 223680
223679 223678 224789 224788 224787 224786 224785
117004 116462 116461 116460 116458 116457 116254
116253 116252 116251 116250 116249 116248 116232
116231  116230 116229 116228 116227 116226 116210
116191  116190  116189  116188  116187  116186  116185
115392 115124  115122  115121  115120  115119  115118
111445 110570 110569 110568 110567 110562 116670


